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elebrating Republic
Nashville’s five-year
anniversary could
mean listing reams of statistics and accomplishments.
And with 10 No. 1 singles,
more than 5.3 million albums
sold, 34 million tracks sold
and matching sets of five
CMA and ACM trophies, that’s
not hard to do. But President
Jimmy Harnen and his “Fight
Like Apes!” crew can probably
tell their story best.
Matthew Hargis, VP/Promotion

One of the things that make this job so amazing is
that it’s not so much a job as it is a lifestyle. Every
day we have the opportunity to create priceless
memories with our artists, their music, our
staff and Country radio. That being said,
there are literally thousands of wonderful memories in the studio, on the
road, backstage and in every corner
of the country, making it nearly impossible to choose just one. So I have
opted to talk about a staff tradition
rather than a single memory.
When Jimmy and I worked together at Capitol/Nashville, he started
an annual promotion staff lunch
of burgers and fries (along with every other kind of bad food we can order)
at Ted’s Montana Grill in Nashville
the day after the CMA Awards. Of
course, that carried over with the
Apes. This one lunch is an event that I
truly look forward to every year.
The previous four or five days
are literally non-stop action and this is
generally the first and last time that week
that our whole team gets to sit down for a
few hours and reflect on all the efforts from the

previous week and entire year. We
have been so blessed with amazing
artists, music and staff, and it’s
generally at this one lunch that we
finally get a chance to take a deep
breath and enjoy.

Cliff Blake, Midwest

I joined Republic Nashville in
October, 2011. With this company, there’s nothing like the
intensity of the chase. My office
is filled with framed plaques of
all those No. 1s and shattered
sales records – reminders of all
that we’ve accomplished. But it’s
the artists that I enjoy so much.
They accept me like family.
I recall riding squished in a
big van with Florida Georgia
Line and, a year later, seeing them headline for thousands of screaming fans. Remarkable. Standing backstage in the prayer
circle before FGL goes on, sharing prayers for a successful show and
everyone’s safety. Recalling Jon Jones from the Eli Young Band giving
me advice on how to sleep on a bus. The Perry’s calling me “Clifford
the Big Red Dog.” Watching Cassadee Pope hug the children in the
Dayton Children’s Hospital or embracing the tiniest patients at the Boston Floating Children’s Hospital. These are emotional moments that
live forever for me.
And the artists give so much back! After my knee replacement
last November, The Band Perry sent me a giant gift basket
of goodies. The Eli Young Band management sent me 12
movies to watch. Programmers tell me, “You have one heck
of a lineup of artists with great music.” To prove that, at
the end of 2013, something extraordinary happened as
Republic Nashville had four songs in the Top 10.

Megan Knutson, BMLG Dir./Resources

I was incredibly excited on my first day working at
Republic Nashville as Jimmy Harnen’s Executive Assistant over four years ago. After talking with people in
the industry and through multiple interviews with Jimmy,
I knew it was going to be an opportunity for me to truly
learn and grow. I also expected it to be fast paced, challenging and demanding. I assumed that Jimmy would have high
expectations and an overwhelmingly busy schedule (which he
did and still does). One thing I didn’t expect, and which I have
come to cherish at Republic Nashville/BMLG, happened at the
end of that busy, crazy, exciting, overwhelming first day. I got an email from Jimmy thanking me for a great first day. I was shocked. I
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Alpha Ape
Republic Nashville
President Jimmy Harnen
on his view of the jungle.
CA: What was going through
your head the first few weeks
on the job?
JH: I was honored, excited and
maybe two-percent trepidatious.
But I never told anyone about the
trepidation part. The immediate
plan was to build out a brand new
radio promotion team to work in
tandem with the killer executive
team – sales, marketing, new media, publicity, A&R, creative, finance
– already in place at BMLG. This
was the same team that broke Taylor Swift. Intimidating? Abso-freaking-lutely! A friend in the industry
told me that Big Machine was the
Ivy League of the music business,
and they were right. The best part
of those first few weeks was how
gracious and welcoming the BMLG
team was to all of us new folks.
What was the vision?
Music had to lead the way. The word
“music” comes before the word
“business” because there isn’t any
business if you don’t have great music. Our first release, Fast Ryde, was
clearly a band that was about three
years ahead of their time. Those
are not my words, but the words of
many Country radio programmers.
Next was The Band Perry. Unless
you were on the moon for the last
four years, you don’t need me to tell
you about how that turned out.
What a lot of people may not know

BMLG

Zoo
Keepers

is that we lost the bullet twice on “If
I Die Young” before we cracked the
top 30. And TBP visited over 100
radio stations from October 2009 to
February 2010. Kimberly, Neil and
Reid were true road warriors, as they
still are with their touring schedule.
Endless great memories and, whether
they like me calling them kids or not,
they will always be my second kids.
This was your second tenure with
BMLG President/CEO Scott Borchetta, as you worked together
at DreamWorks. Tell us a little
bit about that relationship.
Scott and I are students of the
music business and fondly recall
great stories and successes from
the leaders we admired so much
through the years. We probably
subconsciously tried to incorporate
the great qualities from all of our
record executive heroes. I always
admired the sanctuary that David
Geffen provided at Asylum Records for not only the artists, but
for everyone on the team. I was
in awe of the family environment
that Mo Ostin created and nurtured
so wonderfully at Warner Bros.
There is an old saying, “Everybody
is somebody’s somebody, so lead
with your heart and always do the
right thing – even if it takes longer
and requires more work.” That is
something we try to do every day at
the label.
I also wanted to make Scott
proud. He’s a brother and my
partner, and gave me the chance of
a lifetime by naming me president
of a record label. That was a dream
since I was old enough to buy my
first Beatles single. There are simply
no words to describe how thankful
I am for all that he has done and
continues to do for me.

Harnen on the
department heads
who make Republic
Nashville’s apes
look good.

• COO Andrew Kautz:
“An encyclopedia of
knowledge who we all
lean on. His
kind, confident and
calming
approach
in those
early days will always be deeply
appreciated.”
• SVP/Creative Sandi SpikaBorchetta: “Has a creative
eye like no other. Her historic
career and work precedes her
and populates the halls of the
Country Music Hall of Fame and
Museum as well as the latest hit
videos, albums and award shows.”
• SVP/Sales, Marketing & Interactive Kelly
Rich: “Spent many days answering all of our
questions about sales and provided
us the education of a lifetime
in the new media and digital
world. Among her accolades
and achievements, none are
more impressive than leading
the marketing charge for two
consecutive million-selling debut
weeks from Taylor Swift.”
• SVP/A&R Allison Jones:
“Introduced me, as a new record label head, to the world
of publishing and songwriters. The finest A&R executive
I have ever had the pleasure
of working with. If there is a
hit within 300,000 miles, Allison will hear it first.”
• Dir./Publicity Jake Basden:
“His ‘possibilitarian’ attitude is
one of BMLG’s secret weapons.
The glass is always half full! A
tireless ball of energy with a
hyper-powered Rolodex, love for
life and people.”
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What is the interaction with Republic in New York?
Monte and Avery Lipman’s team is a
phone call away for anything we need,
24/7. I spend most of my time interacting with Monte, Avery, EVP Tom MacKay, EVP Charlie Walk, Daniel Getz and
David Nathan. It gives us an incredible
advantage to have that musical brain
trust with us. They have taken “If I Die
Young” and “Cruise“ to new heights
and audiences, making them the No.
1 and No. 4 best-selling digital singles
in 0country music history.
Tell an untold “Cruise” story.
There were probably three or four
labels all trying to sign FGL for weeks
on end. One day Matthew Hargis and
I drove to Illinois to see them perform
on the Country Throwdown Tour. After
the show, on a day that the temperature was 124 degrees on the field at
show time, we went back to “make our
pitch” to Team FGL. In a moment that
was supposed to be about Brian Kelley
and Tyler Hubbard, all they were concerned about was their band and their
team. They wanted to make sure their
band and team would all stay in place.
That was Tyler’s only question, and I’ll
never forget it. To this day, they are the
very same way and I see it every time I
am with them.
Any regrets?
No regrets, but definitely some
musical heartbreaks. I listened to
the entire Sunny Sweeney album
yesterday, and it’s fantastic. We had
a top ten single with “From A Table
Away,” but missed on “Staying’s
Worse Than Leaving,” which in my
respectful opinion was also a terrific song. “Guinevere” from the Eli
Young Band was another tough one.
Those guys are simply the nicest
and sweetest people anyone could

5 For Fighting Apes
couldn’t believe that the president of a record label
would go out of his way to thank his brand new assistant. Since day one, that has remained consistent and is
a natural part of the BMLG/Republic Nashville culture.
We work hard, we play hard, we “Fight Like Apes!” and
... we say, “Thank you.” For that, I am truly thankful.

Mark Gray, Southwest

I have always wanted to work in the record industry
and it’s such a blessing to get to work with one of the
best labels in town. I’ve been with Republic for three
years now and working with the artists we have is my
favorite part of the job. They treat us like family and
I’ve had some of the greatest moments and memories
on radio tours, watching them grow from a conference
room to the main stage. Some of them include...
Kimberly Perry telling me she had a dream that I
was dancing on a hay bail in front of Luke Bryan’s bus.
(That could actually happen).
EYB’s Mike Eli writing, “Mark, get a map” on a balloon after I got us lost in Houston.
Being out with FGL when “Cruise” went No. 1, the
album dropped and their first bus run. They were like
kids on Christmas when that big boy pulled up.
Last but not least, being with Cassadee at WNOE/
New Orleans’ Christmas show where the crowd was singing “Wasting All These Tears” so freakin’ loud that you
couldn’t hear her by the end of the song. Chills!

•
•
•
•

Sarah Montgomery,
New Artist Product Mgr.

From the moment I met Jimmy and BMLG President/CEO Scott Borchetta, I knew there was something
very different and special about BMLG. These are the
most dedicated, hard-working and passionate people
I have ever met. They have created an amazing artistfocused environment where the music always leads and
quality is never compromised. Our artists and employees quickly became family I will cherish forever.

Stacy Blythe, Southeast

I will never forget the feeling of celebrating our first No.
1 with The Band Perry’s “If I Die Young.” At that point, it
became an addiction and I needed more. Five years and
nine more No. 1s later, I have so many experiences to be
thankful for. Being on the road with the Eli Young Band is
like traveling with four older brothers. I would do anything
for those guys. I remember the moment they won their
first ACM like it was yesterday. I will also never forget
covering the first Florida Georgia Line show in my region
and listening to the crowd scream the words to “Cruise.”
If you haven’t spent time with Cassadee Pope, you don’t
know what you’re missing. I’m kind of a guy’s girl and after
just a few hours on the road with Cassadee, I knew that we
were going to get along just fine. That girl makes me laugh

ever have the pleasure of working with. They gave us a big shot
of street cred when they joined the
label, so not being able to connect
the dots on their first release was a
big disappointment. Those moments
aside, it has been an amazing five
years and I could not be more proud
of what the entire team at Republic
Nashville/BMLG has accomplished.
How did the ape motto start?
When I worked at DreamWorks,
we were having a tough week
on a single and Scott sent out an
email that ended with “fight like
apes!” from Planet of the Apes.
It must have truly engrained in
my subconscious memory, but I
actually forgot all about it until
including it in an email many
years later at Capitol. If memory
serves, Mike Dungan and a few
other people really loved it, so I
kept using it. When I left Capitol,
I heard through the grapevine
that they were changing their slogan to something else, and I was
more than happy to keep using it
at Republic Nashville.
Final thoughts?
Like The Band Perry once said,
“It takes a village to break a
band.” So, we send out a huge
thank-you to all of the artists
who have graced our world in
the first five years. And thanks to
all of the managers, producers,
engineers, songwriters, publishers and agents who walked side
by side with us through all of it.
Country radio, CMT, GAC and
anyone and everyone else who
supported, cheered on, sang,
danced, smiled, cried or partied
along with all of the amazing
music – thank you!

so hard and that voice! Holy moly. I love watching people
in the crowd who are seeing her live for the first time.
Most of all, I love our team. In a situation where there are
so many different personalities thrown together with one
common goal, the energy is constantly contagious.

Kelsey Hamrick, Label Coordinator

During my first week as Jimmy Harnen’s Executive
Assistant, he asked me if I was able to join him for
dinner with Martina McBride and a few others. My
response, “Heck, yes!” Another favorite moment was
covering the first Florida Georgia Line show after we
signed them. Last but not least, I cherish all of the
time that has been spent with my friends at BMLG.

Lois Lewis, West Coast

I’m extraordinarily proud to have been here from
the very beginning. There were so many challenges
along the way, but when you Fight Like Apes!, pool all
your resources and play to the strengths of your team,
artists and radio partners, anything is possible.
My favorite memories include driving from San Jose
to Reno with The Band Perry and hearing Nate Deaton
(GM) and Julie Stevens (PD) play “Hip To My Heart” on
KRTY for the first time. The calls were ... not favorable,
to say the least. I just kept telling TBP that everything was
A-OK ... songs can be polarizing and still work! We now
affectionately refer to that as “The Blood Bath of San
Jose,” but KRTY played that and every TBP record since.
The year TBP won Song, Single and New Artist at the
CMAs, I was four-rows from the top of the arena. When we
won, I stood up all alone and started screaming, “That’s
my band! That’s my band!” Everyone around me thought I
was nuts. I drank (at least) an entire bottle of red wine that
night. It’s the only time I’ve ever missed a flight.
My time with the Eli Young Band is like hanging
out with my best guy friends in the world. The rise of
Florida Georgia Line has been something like I’ve never
seen. Watching Cassadee Pope interact with her fans is
really special – not to mention her voice. My goodness.

Katherine Susemichel, Coord./Promo

My favorite moment was on the BMLG retreat just
a few months after I started. It was one of the all-staff
brainstorming sessions in which innovative, crazy, and
new ideas were being thrown out left and right. I looked
around the room thinking to myself, “I knew Big Machine was good but, man, these people are brilliant.”

Angie Coonrod, Executive Assistant

I came from the pharmaceutical industry and took
the leap of faith to start my dream career in music. It
began during CMA week 2013. It was a real whirlwind
and I could not have been more satisfied. I was sharing my story with family and friends and said, “This
doesn’t even feel like a job. I love it. I love our music.
I love our artists.”
CAC

